Celebrating our centennial year!
AFIT kicked off its centennial anniversary celebration March 5 highlighting the institute’s rich journey since its beginning Nov. 10, 1919. Dr. Richard Joseph, chief scientist of the U.S. Air Force, was the keynote speaker. Read more here.

Share your AFIT story!
AFIT’s greatest asset is our alumni and we want to hear from you! How did your time at AFIT shape your career and life? Recall a funny classroom experience or tell us about your favorite instructor. Email us your AFIT story, or just some photos from your time at AFIT, to AFITAlumni@afit.edu

First Permeant Military Professor Selected
Lt Col James Rutledge was selected as the Graduate School's first permanent senior military faculty member. "Having a permanent military professor position at AFIT is a demonstration of our commitment to advancing our mission of STEM graduate education throughout the U.S. Air Force," said Dean Badiru. Read more here.

AFIT graduates 234 masters and doctoral STEM students
The graduating class included 203 Air Force officers, two Air Force non-commissioned officers, eight Army officers, two Marine Corps officers, and 15 civilians. The school also graduated three international students from Australia and Brazil. Read more here. See photos here. Watch the video here.
Patent Awarded to Alum & Faculty Member
AFIT alumni Maj Benjamin Ramsey (PhD Computer Science, 2014 & M.S. Electrical Engineering, 2009) and AFIT Professor of Computer Engineering Dr. Barry Mullins (M.S. Computer Engineering, 1987) were awarded a patent for Wireless Intrusion Detection and Device Fingerprinting Through Preamble Manipulation.

The AFIT Spouses Association is selling centennial coins and apparel!
View and purchase apparel and other items here. To purchase the limited edition Centennial Coin, email afitspouses@gmail.com

RETIRING? PROMOTED? PCS?
Update your contact information here
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